The place that inspires, connects and drives impact innovation.

Impact Hub, a community of changemakers in the heart of the city.
Everyone has ideas for making the world a better place. But where can you go to make them
happen?
Answer: Impact Hub

More than 75 Impact Hubs across 40 countries, with the joint belief that impact cannot happen in
isolation: it requires collective action.

Who are we?
An entrepreneurial support ecosystem, based on three pillars:
stimulating space; people & networks; innovative content.

Impact Hub Phnom Penh is a unique innovation centre. Our goal is to inspire, connect and promote
our members who, like us, want to see positive change in their community and beyond.
We do this through our creative co-working space; networking facilitation locally and internationally;
entrepreneurship support and high-quality, inspirational events and programs.
Our members create a community of entrepreneurs, freelancers, NGOs and companies, to whom we
offer not only a space to work from in the heart of Phnom Penh, but also opportunities to collaborate
and to learn.
We began this journey in March 2015 and already the community is flourishing. We currently have
over 40 co-working members and have welcomed over 1000 event attendees. We promote
collaboration on all levels and also work with universities, NGOs, social enterprises, investors to create
an inspiring community of change makers.
How do members benefit?
Impact Hub is more than just a co-working space. Every member counts and our driving motivator is
to promote value for our members. We know each person personally and understand their needs. We
facilitate collaboration opportunities across our diverse network and through our skills-sharing

initiative ‘time banking’ members are able to connect with others who can provide help and they
themselves can assist other members. This creates a unique community at Impact Hub.
Hub Mentoring provides members with access to some of the most highly qualified professionals in
the country, who are able to give guidance and support to help members take their ideas to the next
level. Meanwhile the Hub Passport give members free access to other Hubs and spaces across the
region to allow them to tap into over communities in SE Asia.
We are passionate about innovative content and our dynamic event calendar is constantly updated
with a diverse range of workshops, talks, community events and informal gatherings. These are freely
accessed by our members and we encourage them to also contribute, creating a space of endless
inspiration and new ideas.
Global network with a local presence
From Amsterdam to Johannesburg, Singapore to San Francisco, Impact Hub has evolved into a rapidly
expanding, diverse global network of over 12000+ members in 75+ locations. Each community is a
wealth of innovative programs, events, and cutting-edge content, creating a network of support for
entrepreneurs and social innovators.
The Impact Hub community acts locally and independently, but under a similar identity and strong
common values.
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